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Places Made After Their Stories sits at the confluence of practical 

studies in material thinking and theoretical speculations about 

the constitution (and performance) of the contemporary meeting 

place. Reading an earlier book of mine, Material Thinking: The 

Theory and Practice of Creative Research, the United States–based 

design thinker Cameron Tonkinwise recognised that the col-

laborative art practices described therein yielded something useful 

to other practitioners and interested creative people, because they 

were all implicitly about place-making. The situated knowledge 

that artists discover through making a sculpture, a film, a paint-

ing or a dance has at its heart a dynamic process that can be 

communicated. The phenomenon of collaboration – between 

people, between artists and the non-human materials of their 

work – can create a microcosm of the transformational interaction 

that sociologists (and planners) associate with social innovation. 

However, Tonkinwise wonders what would happen if this special 

knowledge about place and placing were transposed from the 

studio to the street, from a domain where materials are mal-

leable to one where they are collectively owned, disposed and 

renewed.1 What is the value of material thinking in shaping, 

amending, retrieving, informing the places subject to political and 

economic determination?
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Places Made After Their Stories is a critical and creative response 

to the discourse of master planning. It reports on landscape 

designs, civic space programs and urban revitalisation projects in 

which I have been engaged. In the tradition of Material Thinking, 

it derives insights about the nature of places and their produc-

tion from the situation of their production, one that is generally 

under the jurisdiction of political agendas and circumscribed by 

functionalist criteria prescribed by government urban planning 

agencies. The political, and highly politicised, context of the 

studies published here creates a robust obstacle to speculative 

reflection. For example, a starting point of Places Made After Their 

Stories is that the term place is, as it circulates in planning literature, 

complicit in the devitalisation it seeks to redress. However, until 

our architecture and planning schools develop a philosophical and 

historical comprehension of what places can be, their graduates 

will continue to operate with wildly anachronistic and attenuated 

place lexicons. The point here, though, is that, in addition to 

meeting the challenge Tonkinwise extends – to find ‘a poetics 

for this knowing-in-making-useful’ – a designer has to navigate 

the rhetoric of what others consider useful. Where power resides 

with a professional clique that considers public space as a category 

of land that is blank for all practical purposes, the success of the 

project depends on being able to show planners that the ground 

they thought blank is, in fact, covered with inscriptions, a heritage, 

if you like, of future sketches. If present-day planners can be 

persuaded that the past already planned for the future, there is a 

better chance that what Tonkinwise calls ‘affordances’, the array 

of site characteristics that produce a sense of place, will survive the 

destruction normally associated with master-planned renewal.2

The proposition that past place-making practices were focused 

on the future development of the promoters, communities or 
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other (self-)interest groups offers a useful criterion in engaging 

with inventories of material culture. For agencies investing in 

the development of the city, any evidence that the proposed site 

is not a blank sheet represents an obstacle to progress. Unless the 

buildings and artifacts the heritage historians and archaeologists 

find, identify and date can be contained and, ideally, used to 

brand the new development as a unique destination, they have 

no currency in the master-planned future place. However, it is 

different when the creative through line of certain past events is 

foregrounded; when patterns of passage, suggesting the rhythm of 

change or the turbulence of adaptation and growth, are made out, 

almost palimpsestically, in the physical and cultural topography of 

the location under consideration, it is easier to understand what 

has collected as the ballast of becoming at that place. An ethics 

of invention is inseparable from a care for this accumulated social 

labour; however, in the context of planning initiatives driven by 

an aversion to risk, evidence of earlier risk-taking that produced 

something durable is emotionally appealing. The powerful, in 

particular, like to feel that the past shared their interests. Public 

servants are flattered when their repetitious formulae somehow 

unearth an older creativity.

If the ambience of an environment or physical situation is to 

inform the design process, it needs to be materialised in the story 

of the place. It has to be verbalised through poetic concepts –  

multisensory affordances have to be translated into language. Even 

if the patchwork of story fragments that the rhapsodic artist-

designer of Places Made After Their Stories assembles is representative 

of a multilayered local history, it cannot gain a place at the table 

of planning unless it can show its utility in visualising the future 

vitality of the place. This can lead to some paradoxical responses 

when master planners invite the rhapsode to turn the creative 
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vision into a more refined planning document. However, the 

logical next step in bringing the heritage of regional or local 

affordances (physical, psychological and cultural) into the shaping 

of the future place design and program is not to leach it of its 

poetic style or generative function; it is to reverse the process 

of linguistic condensation by rewriting the storylines into the 

physical environment. This is possible because the critical through 

lines drawn out from the character of the place are movement 

forms or passages. As traces of passage, movement forms are like 

the wear friction produces. We learn that the Latin word fricare 

(‘to rub off ’), from which our word friction comes, ‘turned into the 

Late Latin frictiare, meaning, ‘walking and leaving footprints (just 

like animals do)”’. As the same source notes, ‘Leaving tracks as 

you walk gave away who you are and where you’re going, letting 

you be followed’. In an urban context it is interesting to discover 

that our word traffic, coming from a contraction of Latin trans + 

fricare, can be interpreted as ‘friction across the road’.3 The tracks 

left by traffic recall the enthusiasm of the Marxist philosopher 

Ernst Bloch for the tire patterns left on the as-yet unmetalled 

roads of Germany – ‘Ice flowers here, Samarkands there – until 

both are washed away by the next rain’.4 Graphically, movement 

forms exist somewhere between geography and choreography. It 

is this graphic return, or transformation into design, that ena-

bles a creatively interpreted cultural heritage to inform public 

planning. The site signature that emerges in this way is, true to 

its provenance, a hieroglyph, which maintains the possibility of 

future events taking place by veiling or keeping in reserve the full 

prophetic significance of what has been made.

There is, in my experience, a grave mismatch between the 

social and environmental philosophy implicit in a material thinking 

made useful (to repeat Tonkinwise) and the corresponding theory 
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of planning. In practice, planners respond to the suggestion that 

creativity should be embedded in the design by treating it as an 

ideological attribute. The call to make place for things to happen 

is a summons to leave what is done unfinished, fuzzy round the 

edges, ambiguous and subject to growth and decay. Translated into 

the Benthamite mindset of most planning discourses, it becomes 

the public art brief or the basis of the community arts program. 

In these guises, creativity once again becomes epiphenomenal, an 

unpredictable occurrence whose manifestations are fully allowed 

for in the plan. In this unpropitious context, it is not surprising that 

our success in realising the proposals narrated in Places Made After 

Their Stories has been variable. I used to think that the derailing 

of public space design proposals that had successfully navigated 

the first two stages of persuasion (the rhapsodic and the graphic) 

reflected poorly on our project management skills. It took a while 

to grasp fully the cynical self-interest and associated short-term 

vision engendered by Australia’s hectic electoral cycles.

The place-making collaborations discussed in Places Made 

After Their Stories are weak in the sense that they are vulnerable 

to misrepresentation or appropriation. But they have sometimes 

failed to fit the project delivery paradigm of master planning for 

another reason. They are creative collaborations that incorporate 

the collaborative process into the outcome; as a conversation may 

be broken off to begin again elsewhere, so with the projects of 

Places Made After Their Stories: they are passages within a larger 

creative trajectory. From the point of view of the rhapsode-maker, 

they are meeting places within a creative region. In Material 

Thinking, two kinds of collaboration are contrasted. In one, dif-

ferent specialisations converge on a common object: the result is 

an intensification of positive knowledge synthesised and applied. 

The recruitment of different professional subdisciplines to the 
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task of delivering new infrastructure exemplifies this approach. 

It is planning’s modus operandi, and the scope for collaboration 

is minimal. In contrast, with this weak form of collaboration, 

strong collaboration of the kind practised in material thinking 

‘places placing at the centre of the act of local invention. It defines 

place as the pattern emerging from the discursive crossweave of 

the collaboration’.5 From this point of view, the weakness of the 

public place design collaborations discussed in this book is their 

strength: vulnerability to abandonment is a sign of commitment 

to ‘the irreducible heterogeneity of cultural identity, the always 

unfinished process of making and remaking ourselves through our 

symbolic forms’.6

As this description suggests, material thinking implies 

reformed or creatively self-aware social arrangements. Taken out 

of the studio and onto the streets, it implies the governance of 

public space as well as its more narrowly defined administration 

and management according to rules established by our planning 

culture. It engages with the democratic project of self-becoming 

at that place. This, Places Made After Their Stories suggests, involves 

a form of turbulence that is, potentially at least, socially innovative: 

stirred up by public eros (and not simply individual rivalries and 

power struggles), society, or what Jean-Luc Nancy calls a ‘multi-

tude of singularities’, and which organises itself choreographically, 

or at least with a clear intuition that our primary sociality depends 

on curating the space in-between.7 Jean-Luc Nancy describes 

this mode of being with others in terms of ‘exposures’: or, as 

Marie-Eve Morin explains, ‘The world is formed of limits or edges 

between singularities, of their articulations, of the play of their 

junctures “where different pieces touch each other without fusing 

together, where they slide, pivot, or tumble over one another, one 

at the limit of the other without the mutual play – which always 
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remains, at the same time, a play between them – ever forming 

into the substance or the higher power of the Whole.” The world 

is not the totalization of what is, an overarching horizon or a big 

container that would bring everything together. Yet, the world has 

a stance; it holds together the multiplicity of expositions between 

singularities, between worlds.’8

Here, an important insight from my earlier work Meeting Place: 

The Human Encounter and the Challenge of Coexistence intersects with 

the ambient design pursued in an applied material thinking. How 

is such a holding together achieved without reintroducing the 

coercive figure of the ‘container’? It may be achieved when the 

meeting place is threaded with encounters. ‘When it incubates 

encounter, it not only facilitates and multiplies opportunities of 

exchange but also sets the exchange rates. Both stable and unstable, 

it can be characterized as a reticulation of erotic zones.’9 With its 

focus on the discursive construction of shared space – the way 

people talk, sing and dance places into being – Places Made After 

Their Stories is a theory and practice of sociability. Its object is to 

incubate opportunities for meeting. However, as Meeting Place dis-

covers, meeting is not an unthinking transformation of individuals 

into crowds: the multiplication of encounters can and should foster 

a counter-formation, a widening galaxy of solitudes.10

Studies of historical accounts of formally staged meetings 

between Southern and Eastern Arrernte men outside Alice Springs 

in central Australia have shown that a primary function of these 

was to negotiate the conditions of living apart. This counterin-

tuitive function of meeting – the maintenance of the conditions 

of non-meeting – was reaffirmed in discussions held in 2007 

and 2008 with leading members of the Lhere Artepe Aboriginal 

Corporation. Asked whether they wanted a meeting place, they 

countered that they wanted a talking place; and one purpose of 
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talking might, after all, be to veto well-meaning attempts to mul-

tiply opportunities for incompetent or unwelcome socialisation.11 

The spreading out into their own countries of visitors temporarily 

resident on Arrernte land that follows talking does not represent 

a traumatic truncation of social relations. The centrifugal return 

to other places, which balances the centripetal pull of the centre 

(the meeting place), breaks down the false opposition between the 

individual and the crowd. It makes possible what Elias Canetti calls 

a ‘transformation’: ‘The human being must learn to be a plurality 

of beings, in a conscious fashion, and to hold them all together’. 

Canetti’s ‘vision of total and self-transcending opening to otherness’ 

combined with a radical rejection of power – ‘to become a city, a 

country, a continent, without conquering anything’ – accurately 

evokes the social and political organisation of traditional societies 

in central Australia.12 Because people are born together, they can 

separate without experiencing traumatic disfigurement. Because 

the intimacy they enjoy with their surroundings secures their 

command of the distance, giving them confidence to be apart, 

they can also meet again, for meeting might be an institution for 

the renewal of encounter, for reinitiation into the mysteries of the 

coexistence of the many, human and divine.

But, as Meeting Place observes, ‘what Canetti welcomes as “the 

ability to transfigure the human condition into multiple worlds 

and the capacity to clear paths between them” is impossible 

without a release from the tyranny of spatial unification associated 

with modern cartography and the geometry of planning’.13 The 

hybrid discourse of choreotopography seeks to address this defi-

ciency. It reconceives material thinking as a kind of public space 

dramaturgy documented in the affordances that are the permanent 

traces of opening to the other. To insist that the place-making 

designs in Places Made After Their Stories constitute studies in the 
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application of material thinking to real-world situations where new 

forms have to be useful may seem perverse. An early definition 

of material thinking is offered by Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel 

in a historical context where ‘das materielles Denken’ is a refusal 

to impose on what has happened any sense of pattern, direction 

or purpose.14 Its narrative expression is a positivist chronology, a 

litany of facts supposed to speak for themselves. Transposed to the 

realm of place-making, the remote descendant of Hegel’s mate-

rialist is the heritage historian whose detailed inventories of past 

material cultures suppose the relics of the past speak for themselves. 

The antithesis of this position is embodied in the planner’s decision 

to sweep away every obstacle to progress. At the ‘opposite extreme’ 

from the ‘“contingent consciousness that is absorbed only in mate-

rial stuff”, a form of thought which is rooted in existing conditions 

and cannot see beyond them’, the planner applies to the design of 

space ‘the transcendental critical method of “argumentation” (das 

Resonieren), which involves “freedom from all content and a sense 

of vanity towards it”’.15

In this context, material thinking is, curiously, focused on the 

materialisation of the immaterial. Australian philosopher Michael 

Tawa takes this further, in the context of teaching architectural 

design recommending ‘ana-materialistic thinking’, the recovery 

from the materials of thinking certain immanent structures or 

tendencies towards higher levels of self-organisation. These ‘assem-

blages’ are simultaneously associations of ideas and the ‘existential 

infrastructure for life’.16 They are disposed to join together in new 

ways that are conducive to producing the conditions where life 

is lived twice, constructively and reconstructively, actively and 

reflectively. Ana-materialism can be characterised as a marriage of 

phenomenological principles of analysis to the inherent indeter-

minism of complex systems whose behaviour is, like the approach 
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to design Tawa recommends, nonlinear – that is, both scripturally 

and ethically open, unfinished, receptive to innovation. Material 

thinking is in this formulation the study of materialisation, a mental 

as well as a physical phenomenon that is simultaneously an act of 

ideation and the discovery of pattern in matter. The discussion 

touched on here opens up a fascinating field for speculation: if the 

recommended approach to design is evolutionary, is its bête noire, 

master planning, applied creationism?

In Material Thinking, a materiality was advocated that bor-

rowed inspiration from Georges Bataille’s anti-metaphysicalist 

(and anti-materialist) notion of the informe.17 Bringing this forward 

a couple of generations, one encounters Jean-François Lyotard’s 

attempt to classify information as a form of the immaterial. The 

immateriality of information, accelerated in the last thirty years 

through the advent of digital systems of communication, refers 

to a phenomenon that is a variation on Marshall McLuhan’s 

identification of message with medium. Immateriality is not the 

same as dematerialisation; it is what happens when attention is 

transferred from the transmitter–receiver model of communica-

tion (or cultural production and consumption) to the data flows 

themselves or the process of continuous informal production. To 

materialise the immateriality of information is to engage in a kind 

of choreography of information flows, to organise the technology 

of information display in ways that deform information or disclose 

its social construction. John Rajchman captures this logic when he 

suggests that Lyotard’s 1985 Centre Georges Pompidou exhibition 

Les Immatériaux was ‘conceived as a dramaturgy of information 

for the post-modern condition’.18 An interface was designed 

between the physically imperceptible flow of digital information, 

the physical armatures that made it visible and the course of the 

spectator through this new phantasmagoric landscape. In this 
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case, the impact of the exhibition, its residue of affect, was neither 

in the electromagnetic field nor in the material appliances used 

to translate its energy into perceptible signs, but somewhere in-

between and around these ghostly–human interactions. Instead of 

being given signs showing the way, the public found themselves 

directed to be lost.19 The troubling effect of this might best be 

described as the creation of atmosphere.
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The first part of Places Made After Their Stories plunges us 

straight into the prehistory of the projects that form the 

book’s case studies. A process science approach to urban design is 

proposed where people and place fuse into a common movement 

form. Contemporary descriptions of an expanded choreographic 

practice set the stage for this. They give back to the language of 

gestures a distinct social and ethical sense: abstract space retrieves 

its topological and affective senses with the result that predeter-

ministic or utopian sociospatial schemata can be discarded. A 

description of public choreographies that recognise the social 

value of interweaving (and the nonlinear forms of interaction 

this involves) suggests a new role for urban designers. No longer 

designing a stage for prescribed social behaviours, they are drama-

turgs instead, stirring pre-existing flows into more complex and 

turbulent conformations.

Places Made After Their Stories is a dialogue between recent 

and current developments in such fields as performance studies, 

social geography, post-linear design, public space governance 

and particular forming situations, place-making projects in which 

I have been creatively involved. The book proposes an intersec-

tion between the formal language of locomotion (choreography) 

and the physical characteristics of location (topography). A 

founding hypothesis of this is that situations are generative: local 
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performances are not repetitions of what has happened elsewhere 

but can produce their own ground rules and distinctive social pat-

ternings. In this context, a case study (River Connect) is introduced 

to illustrate how a choreotopographical approach to place-making 

equips planners to think differently about their responsibilities: a 

minor planning sensibility would allow processes of complexifica-

tion associated with the turbulence of human communication to 

shape public space.

River Connect introduces a theme that is also a thinking tool: 

water. The behaviour of flowing water, its aesthetic appeal and its 

human associations communicate the idea of thinking and acting 

fluidly, or going with the flow. In this book, the intelligence of 

water is recommended as a model of improved social awareness 

and interrelatedness. However, it is notable even in this project 

that water is considered in relation to trees: a branch dipped into 

the water recalls an image of turbulence; routes and roots are 

ancestrally as well as formally related. The corollary of minor 

planning would be a public art that fused figure and ground, 

and by withdrawing from view induced heightened (turbulent) 

flows. The global whorl pattern of the public artwork Nearamnew 

at Federation Square, Melbourne, was conceived in this spirit.1 

However, the object of Places Made After Their Stories is not to 

go over old ground; it is to narrate new developments which 

demonstrate the utility of this kind of concrete situated thinking 

in generating a richer urban design milieu.

The question with which Part 1 concludes is that of measure. 

How is the feedback between people and setting measured? A 

suite of choreotopographical experiments is described that tackles 

this issue. However, an observational technique suited to the study 

of behaviours that are intrinsically mimetic and interactive is chal-

lenging. A recent survey of the visitation rates to the twelve major 
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institutions housed within Melbourne’s art precinct revealed that 

over two-thirds of the total visits were concentrated in Federation 

Square.2 This site represents only a small fraction of the arts 

infrastructure, and yet its distinctively porous spatial configuration, 

its openness to transient pedestrian flows and its adoption of a 

diverse cultural program have clearly attracted unprecedented 

levels of activity for an Australian public square. The popularity 

of Federation Square is symptomatic of the recent transformations 

in the relationship between public space and cultural activity.3 But 

how is the success of such a place measured qualitatively?

Choreotopography takes its own etymology seriously: it 

draws together dance and place. The mechanism, the writing that 

translates between the chorus, or group of dancers, and the topos, 

or place, is storytelling. As the association of chorus with singing 

and topos with topic (or theme) suggests, storytelling means in this 

context the mythopoetic mechanisms societies use to understand 

themselves and the world they live in. If ‘places are made after 

their stories’ – to adapt the formulation of schoolteacher and artist 

Geoffrey Bardon for the way in which the Papunya Tula painting 

movement came into being – it is because the stories in question 

are poetic descriptions of place-making. Continuing the story 

of Nearamnew’s composition, Part 2 illustrates this point through 

reference to an Aboriginal Australian (Kulin nation) account of 

the formation of the land and water where Melbourne now stands. 

The tools Bunjil uses to carve the earth into its present form and 

to drive the people to their present places contrast strongly with 

the rule and measure of the colonial planner. The result is a non-

programmatic opening up of space where coexistence may be 

negotiated. A feature of this mythopoetic narrative is the vortical 

constitution of the chora, with reference to the “city in motion”, 

where the chora is perceived as a movement form, a feedback 
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loop between movements or trajectories and the traces they leave, 

and therefore doubly constituted as a site of social attraction and 

repulsion.4

To say that places are discursive constructions is to give back to 

discourse its physical or choreotopographical sense as a rhythmi-

cally orchestrated to-and-fro between different positions. It is to 

define the character of the discourse as poetic, as the metaphorical 

mapping of relationships predicated on differences. Talking places 

emerge where the convening parties can find common symbolic 

(metaphoric) ground: symbols are inherently polysemous and lend 

themselves to further interpretation. They do not exhaust the 

potential of the in-between, and two people finding common 

ground can easily swivel to include new voices, views and inter-

ests. Engaging the imagination, symbolic narratives enable people 

to discover in their different founding stories convergent themes, 

images and interests. Red Ways, a four-year engagement with the 

Alice Springs community, is the main theme of the second part, 

and it serves to illustrate these points. It shows how in the project 

to build a meeting place symbolic identifications with trees were 

important. Trees in Alice Springs are not, though, symbolic in 

the sense of representing, say, a moral value; they are indexically 

tied to water. There is a direct, if hidden, relationship between 

their distribution and the key to the Centre’s vitality, water, its 

characteristic periodicity, distribution and percolation. In a further 

turn of the mythopoetic enquiry, Red Ways was able to find 

common ground between the Arrernte notion of utyerre, or tie to 

country, and the concept of ‘region’ informing the observational 

science of Charles Todd, the Director of the Overland Telegraph 

project (1870–1872). 

The role of the designer in this process of poetic reformulation 

recalls that of the classical rhapsode, cutting together different 
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stories to produce a new emotional geography. But the symbolic 

capture is not simply poetic; it can produce a cartographic gesture 

or set of eidetic remappings and overlays that transcends the plan-

ner’s talk of reconnection to produce instead, a subtler skein of 

ideas, complexified (folded together) images and tied-together 

creative regions that are related or gathered, rather than connected 

(because collected).

The discussion of Red Ways focuses on the mythopoetic 

dimensions of the engagement as these contributed most to the 

conceptualisation of Alice Springs as a storied network of living 

arrangements. However, the master lexicon of the period was 

certainly different. Not all projects are equal either in the extent 

of connections made or in their design. Red Ways began as an 

invitation from the Alice Springs Uniting Church to consider 

the redevelopment of Lot 74 on Todd Street Mall as a meeting 

place. Shortly after, this proposal got absorbed into the Northern 

Territory Government’s Moving Alice Ahead strategy, part of which 

was the Lifestyle project (as I say, the lexicon had its own flavour), 

to ‘develop strategies and infrastructure that make Alice Springs 

an even better place to live, work and invest’. A key component of 

the Lifestyle project was ‘the redevelopment of the Mall and CBD 

[central business district] [to] revitalize the town centre’.5 At the 

confluence of these events came my report Care at a Distance, with 

its observation that ‘recent discussions about the redevelopment 

of the Alice Springs CBD have identified the need to underpin 

the physical design with a powerful metaphysical design, an over-

arching story that residents (Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal) and 

visitors (Australian and international) can recognize as uniquely 

distinguishing Alice Springs from other places and communities’.6

In retrospect, here at the outset was a tension between two 

discourses of place-making: one infrastructural, the other cultural. 
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If proof were needed that words matter, it was supplied by the 

Alice Springs Town Council, which objected to the title of the 

report on the grounds that it suggested the undue influence of 

Darwin on local decision-making.7 Much of the original work 

for what became, in October 2008, Red Ways: Alice Springs CBD 

Revitalisation, Design Options Framework (by then our design studio, 

Material Thinking, responsible for delivering the project, had 

absorbed some of the planning speak which had come to domi-

nate the conversation) took place in the context of developing 

a design concept for a visitors centre.8 Although the proposal 

came to nothing, it was interesting for its fusing of infrastructure 

and program and for embedding both in the ‘passage’ between 

Todd Street Mall and the Todd River. The creation of a cellular 

event space connected by axons, or passages, mediated between 

Aboriginal Australian understandings of place as the embodi-

ment of ancestral journeying and a broader community aspiration 

to ‘reconnect’ to the river. A direct relationship was proposed 

between choreography and topography, the two cleaving in the 

storying of the way itself. The proposed facility was not a ‘centre’ 

but a procession of minor meeting places strung along tracks 

that, in turn, spread in other directions to articulate a network of 

possible relationships. The design was dramaturgical rather than 

prescriptive. As the Red Ways report explained, ‘One thing that 

distinguishes a Design Options Framework from a master plan is 

the attention it gives to non-material heritage. For example, the 

way different communities make places reflects the different ways 

they relate to one another; places reflect different systems of law, 

different ways of making decisions. To see this you have to watch, 

listen and wait. Sometimes the symbols used to depict places 

disguise these differences’.9
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For the best part of two years, the mythopoetic underwriting 

of Red Ways kept up with the growing pressure to interpret revi-

talisation purely in terms of adjustments to the physical design of 

Todd Street and its environs. The advent of a new administration 

in 2009 changed that: without any investment in the previous 

government’s goals, driven perhaps by a desire to differentiate 

their own initiatives, the new Northern Territory Government 

convened the Alice Springs Planning for the Future Forum, in 

March 2009. Out of this came two recommendations immediately 

relevant to Red Ways: a review of the development control clauses 

applicable to the CBD zone and the development of a framework 

plan for the revitalisation of Alice Springs’ CBD. The ‘framework’ 

proposed here was very different from our design options frame-

work. Reverting to the language of planning, it referred to the 

legal, administrative and environmental guidelines against which 

any revitalisation strategy should be measured. It was a framework 

for prioritising such competing needs as parking, pedestrian access, 

business opportunity and connectivity. Any notion of overarching 

storylines had gone. Any appreciation of the role design might 

play in drawing out and drawing together had disappeared. 

Finally, a greatly expanded revitalisation strategy, Connecting Alice, 

was delivered in early 2010. It was an odd document, awkwardly 

overlaying onto the local and regional governmental obsession 

with the ‘upgrade’ of Todd Street Mall the creative template of 

projects distributed across the centre of town, which together 

redefined the centre as a creative region, a string figure of meeting 

places and storied passages.
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